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QUESTION 1

Each of the following classes has a data transform named SetValues with the Call data transforms in superclass option
selected. The SetValues data transforms set the properties PropA and PropB, as shown in the following table. 

What is the value of PropA and PropB after the SetValues in MyCo-App-Data-A has been invoked? 

A. PropA=1 and PropB=2 

B. PropA=1 and PropB=4 

C. PropA=3 and PropB=4 

D. PropA=3 and PropB=2 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

Pega 7 comes with numerous API activities. In which situation would you explore available API activities? 

A. When automating case processing 

B. When creating a new case type 

C. When designing your data model 

D. When debugging an application 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

A new hire process includes a Screen Job Applicant assignment. The recruiter who has been assigned the task should
complete it within 24 hours. If the assignment is not completed in 24 hours, the system automatically sends an email
notification to the hiring manager. 

How would you configure the process to ensure that the director receives the email after the goal is passed? 
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A. Add a Send Email shape to the process after the assignment. 

B. Add an SLA with an escalation action to the assignment. 

C. Add the SendCorrespondence flow action to theassignment. 

D. Add a notification to the assignment. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

You have created a series of forms for a vacation booking process. Declarative expressions are used to calculate
values such as the cost of the flight, hotel, car rental, and taxes. The last form includes a field that displays the total
amount that will be charged on the user\\'s credit card. 

How do you configure the calculations so that the total amount is calculated only when the user reaches the last form? 

A. Use the backward chaining option for all the expressions. 

B. Use the backward chaining option for the total amount expression. Use forward chaining for all the other
expressions. 

C. Use the forward chaining option for all the expressions. 

D. Use the forward chaining option for the total amount expression. Use backward chaining for all the other
expressions. 

Correct Answer: B 

Referencehttp://pegasystems2.http.internapcdn.net/pegasystems2/lrd_and_reference_doc
s/SSA_716_StudentGuide_20150211.pdf(314) 

 

QUESTION 5

In an application, three email addresses (work, home, and other) can be captured for a customer. You use .Email (work)
to refer to the work email address. What type of property is used to capture the email addresses? 

A. Page 

B. Value group 

C. Value list 

D. Page group 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 6

You want to create a data page with a list of available shipping options. The shipping options are stored in a database
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table mapped in the application. Which source option would you select for the data page? 

A. Lookup 

B. Report definition 

C. Data transform 

D. Service 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 7

An insurance claim case is field by a customer and assigned a claim type (fire, flood, or theft). The claim contains a list
of loss items. Which of the data would you store in a local data source? 

A. Customer data 

B. Items of loss 

C. Claim types 

D. Policy details 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 8

You have been asked to configure the following relationship between three case types: Account Open, Link Savings,
and Fund Account. 

1.

 A customer can complete an Account Open case before completing a Fund Account case. 

2.

 A customer must complete a Link Savings case before completing a Fund Account case. Which configuration satisfies
this requirement? 

A. Configure theAccount Opencase type to create aFund Accountcase as a top-level case. Configure theAccount
Opencase type to create aLink Savingscase as a child case. 

B. Configure theAccount Opencase type to create aFund Accountcase as a childcase. Configure theFund Accountcase
type to create aLink Savingscase as a top-level case. 

C. Configure theAccount Opencase type to create aFund Accountcase as a top-level case. Configure theFund
Accountcase type to create aLink Savingscase as achild case. 

D. Configure theAccount Opencase type to create the other cases as top-level cases. Add a validate rule to theAccount
Opencase to require a resolvedLink Savingscase before theFund Accountcase can be resolved. 
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Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 9

You have designed a decision tree that you want to unit test. You want to test various input values to ensure that you
get the expected results. How would you unit test your decision tree? 

A. Run the decision tree and enter values on the test page. 

B. Check the decision tree for completeness. 

C. Check the decision tree for conflicts. 

D. Add the decision tree to a decision shape in your application and create cases using various input values. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 10

You are asked to create a report definition that shows daily inventory levels. The manager wants to access the report in
the Report Browser in the user portal. The manager also wants to add the report to a new category specifically for the
distribution group. 

What two configurations are required to support this request? (Choose two.) 

A. Create a category rule for distribution group reports. 

B. Select the report definition option that displays your report in the Report Browser. 

C. Select the option in the ReportBrowser that allows users to view your report. 

D. Allow users to subscribe to reports in the distribution group category. 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 11

In a purchase application, you allow customers to create purchase requests. Each purchase request contains a list of
line items. Each line item holds the product identifier, quantity, and price. If a product is not in stock the application
creates a purchase order. The purchase order is processed by the purchasing team. 

Which two entities would you model as case types? (Choose two.) 

A. Customer 

B. Purchase order 

C. Purchase request 

D. Line item 
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Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 12

A form allows customers to specify the amount of a balance transfer for their credit card. The form contains two fields:
one to display the available balance on the customer\\'s credit card, and one for the user to enter the amount of the
balance transfer. 

You configure a validate rule to verify that the amount of a balance transfer is less than 75% of the available balance on
the customer\\'s credit card. How do you call the validate rule? 

A. From the step in the case life cycle. 

B. From the section that contains the field for entering the amount of the balance transfer 

C. From the flow action where the customer submits the form 

D. From the property used to capture the amount of the balance transfer 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 13

You have been asked to create a sequence of user forms for a travel reservation process. The forms contain fields that
require calculation. For which reason do you use a declare expression to calculate values? 

A. To perform the calculation in a specific case stage 

B. To perform the calculation when the user clicks a button 

C. To perform the calculation when a form is submitted 

D. To perform the calculation wherever a field is updated 

Correct Answer: D 

Referencehttp://pegasystems2.http.internapcdn.net/pegasystems2/lrd_and_reference_doc
s/SSA_716_StudentGuide_20150211.pdf 

 

QUESTION 14

You need to configure a case type to send a confirmation for change-of-address requests. The confirmation is sent to
customers as an email, text message, and letter. Which two options ensure that the content of the confirmation is the
same for all three correspondence types? (Choose two.) 

A. Create one correspondence rule containing the confirmation, then circumstance the correspondence rule for each
correspondence type. 

B. Create one correspondence rule for each correspondence type. Configure each correspondence rule to reference
another correspondence rule that contains the confirmation. 
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C. Create one correspondence rule containing the confirmation. Configure the correspondence rule to support all three
correspondence types. 

D. Create one correspondence rule for each correspondence type. Configure each correspondence rule to reference a
paragraph rule that contains the confirmation. 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 15

Match the business need to the most appropriate work party instantiation option 

Select and Place: 

Correct Answer:  
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